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Abstract

This paper describes the participation of the UMBCVQA
team in the Medical Instructional Question Generation
(MIQG) task of the MedVidQA challenge at TREC Video
Retrieval Evaluation (TRECVID 2023). The goal of the
MIQG task is to generate instructional questions for which
the given medical video segment serves as the visual answer.
We propose DEEP-CAM, a deep spatio-temporal, cross-
modality, and cross-attention encoder-decoder model that
takes a medical video segment and its corresponding subti-
tle text as input and generates a natural language question
as output. DEEP-CAM first extracts visual features from
the videos and textual embeddings from the subtitles corre-
sponding to the video frames, simultaneously learning the
attention for both the text and video frames. Furthermore,
these jointly attended features are passed through an LSTM-
based decoder to generate instructional questions based on
the provided video frames.

• Training data: We used 800 videos with 2710 ques-
tions from the MedVidQA dataset [8]. In addition, we
extracted and used time-stamped subtitles for either
the entire video or video segments.

• Our approach: We proposed DEEP-CAM, a deep
spatio-temporal, cross-modality, and cross-attention
encoder-decoder model that takes a medical video seg-
ment and subtitle text to generate an instructional
question.

• Runs: We submitted two runs to the challenge. The key
difference between our submitted runs is that in Run
1, we utilized the timed subtitles, while in Run 2, we
provided the entire subtitle of a video to our model.

• Results: We found that the first iteration outperforms
the second on all metrics, including ROUGE-2 [16],
ROUGE-L [16], and BERTScore [24].

1. Introduction
Visual Question Answering (VQA) and Visual Question

Generation (VQG) from images are emerging research ar-
eas [4, 7, 11–15, 20] at the intersection of natural language
processing and computer vision. A Visual query Answering
(VQA) system receives an image and a query in natural lan-
guage as input, and generates a response in natural language
as output. A VQG mechanism’s purpose is to generate
natural language questions based on images. Both Visual
Question Answering (VQA) and Visual Question Genera-
tion (VQG) integrate natural language processing to com-
prehend the question and generate the response, along with
computer vision techniques to comprehend the image’s con-
tent.

This paper describes the participation of the University
of Maryland Baltimore County (UMBC) (team name UM-
BCVQA) in the Medical Instructional Question Generation
(MIQG) task of the MedVidQA challenge at TREC Video
Retrieval Evaluation (TRECVID 2023) [2]. Figure 1 shows
an example of a visual answer (temporal segment) and cor-
responding health-related question for the MIQG task from
the MedVidQA datasest [8].

Figure 1. An example of a health-related question and its visual
answer (temporal segment) from the video sampled from Med-
VidQA dataset [8].

2. Methodology
Figure 2 shows the overview of our proposed model

DEEP-CAM. DEEP-CAM is a deep learning based cross-
attention encoder-decoder model that operates across dif-
ferent dimensions including spatio-temporal aspects and



multiple modalities. It encompasses several key compo-
nents: a BERT-based embedding module, an I3D-based
spatio-temporal representation model, a Video attention
module, and Cross-Attention Multi-modal encoder and de-
coder modules. In the following sections, we will delve
into the dataset and preprocessing steps, detail the training
pipelines, and provide a comprehensive description of all
these modules.

2.1. Dataset and Preprocessing

The MedVidQA dataset for the MIQG task, as described
in [8], comprises a training dataset with 800 videos and
2710 questions, a validation dataset with 49 videos and 145
questions, and a test dataset with 50 videos and 155 ques-
tions. Notably, the videos within this dataset do not include
any associated subtitles. To augment the provided datasets,
we extract subtitles for all the videos in the dataset using
the corresponding URLs, employing a library known as the
youtube-transcript-api [9]. Furthermore, we map the video
segments (visual answers) to subtitles, along with their cor-
responding timestamps (e.g., as shown in Fig 1). To facili-
tate this process, we utilize GloVe embeddings [21] to con-
vert the tokenized questions into vocabulary indices, with a
vocabulary size of 2069.

The visual answers, i.e., video segments, in the above
dataset have varying lengths and different frame rates (fps).
To facilitate batch-based training of our proposed DEEP-
CAM model, we aim to standardize the video lengths by in-
troducing a Video Frame Sampling (VFS) algorithm. VFS
selectively removes frames from some videos while using
specific frames more frequently in others, ensuring that
each data sample attains an identical frame length. We re-
frain from employing extrapolation between frames along
the time-axis (i.e., generating intermediate frames by in-
terpolating between adjacent frames) to create synthetic
frames, as this could distort the original video content and
hinder learning. Similarly, we avoid frame interpolation
along the time-axis (i.e., replacing multiple frames with in-
terpolated frames) to create synthetic frames. Instead, we
employ oversampling when there are insufficient frames
and undersampling when there are surplus frames. Algo-
rithm 1 provides a detailed description of our proposed VFS
algorithm’s underlying procedure.

The choice of parameter L in VFS, which represents the
number of desired frames, is crucial. Selecting a higher
periodicity for frame removal can disrupt temporal consis-
tency between objects, limiting the applicability of com-
puter vision algorithms like normalizing flows [1]. On the
other hand, using the same frame for training at a higher pe-
riodicity can cause spatio-temporal learning models to un-
derperform by biasing them towards spatial attention over
temporal. According to our experiment, we find that the
best choice of L = 1000.

Algorithm 1 Video Frame Sampling
Input: 2D video frames, G = {gn}Nn=1 ∈ R3×N×H×W

Parameter: number of desired frames, L
Output: 2D video frames, F = {fl}Ll=1 ∈ R3×L×H×W

1: depletion factor d = ⌊ L
N
⌋

2: remainder factor r = L (mod N )
3: if N = L then
4: return F
5: if N < L then
6: f [1 : r − ⌊ r

d
⌋] = g[1]

7: f [L− ⌊ r
d
⌋ : L] = g[N ]

8: j = r − ⌊ r
d
⌋+ 1

9: for n ∈ {0, 1, .., N} do
10: f [j : j + d] = g[n]
11: j := j + d
12: return F
13: if N > L then
14: j = r − ⌊ r

d
⌋+ 1

15: for l ∈ {0, 1, .., L} do
16: f [l] = g[j]
17: j := j + d
18: return F

2.2. Our proposed DEEP-CAM model

As shown in Figure 2, DEEP-CAM takes in multimodal
inputs: 1) visual data: video frames (extracted from videos)
and 2) natural language text: subtitle descriptions.

Considering a single batch of input, the video data is
denoted as F ∈ R3×L×H×W where 3 represents RGB
color channels, L = 1000 represents the number of frames
per input, (H,W ) represents the spatial dimension of each
frame. Since, video data is more expensive than still images
(i.e., the number of frames), we first exploit a pre-trained
feature extractor to (a) spatially downsize each frame, (b)
extract meaningful features both spatially and temporally.
More specifically, we use I3D model [3] to extract spatio-
temporal features which is originally trained on video ac-
tion classification: I3D(F ) ∈ R832×L× H

16×
W
16 . I3D is

pre-trained using both 2D CNN, 3D CNN, and normaliz-
ing flows. To achieve further compute efficiency, we apply
a 3D Average Pooling with stride = (4, 1, 1) to downsam-
ple the temporal dimension (e.g., R832×L

4 × H
16×

W
16 ). We de-

note the pooled features as F ′ = AvgPool(I3D(F )) ∈
R832×L

4 ×h′×w′
where h′ = H

16 , w
′ = W

16 . Sequen-
tially, we pass these pooled features through a Video At-
tention (VA(.)) module that contains 3D convolutions to
learn spatio-temporal attention to obtain Ψ = VA(F ′) ∈
R832×L

4 ×h′w′
.

On the other hand, natural language text (t) description
of the video, in the form of subtitles is provided with corre-
sponding frames of the video as well. We first use the tok-
enizer from BERT [5] and then feed the text tokens to a pre-
trained BERT to obtain an embedding, Γ = BERT (t) ∈
RT×E where max token length T = 512 and embedding
size E = 1024.



Figure 2. Overview for our proposed DEEP-CAM model for Question Generation given video and subtitle pair.

To generate questions both from the text embedding, Γ
and video features, Ψ, we then use a Cross Attention Multi-
Modal Encoder, EN (.) to learn a joint embedding and then
use a Cross Attention Multi-Modal Decoder, DE(.) to gen-
erate instructional questions Q. In the subsequent sections,
we discuss the following building blocks: Video Attention
(VA(.)), Cross Attention Multi-Modal Encoder, EN , Cross
Attention Multi-Modal Decoder, DE .

2.2.1 Video Attention Module

We first learn three projections of the input video features
called Key K, Query Q, Value V using 3D point-wise con-
volution operators, W∗ defined in Eqn 1, 2, 3.

K = F ′ ⊛Wk (1)

Q = F ′ ⊛Wq (2)

V = F ′ ⊛Wv (3)

We then compute a scaled Hadamard-attention weight met-
ric A = QKT /

√
dq where an attention score is computed

among each spatial position and each temporal (each pixel
in every frame). We then, use the attention scores and com-
pute self-attention scores S = softmax(A)V as shown in
Eqn 4 and Fig 3. Moreover, the attention weight matrix, A
is a n×N matrix where N = 250× 14× 14.

S = softmax(
QKT√

dq
)V (4)

2.2.2 Cross Attention Multi-Modal Encoder

Image attention model, capable of anticipating the signif-
icance of each spatial grid in relation to the question, is
advantageous for accurately predicting the answer. Based
on the findings presented in [6], it is evident that includ-
ing an attention mechanism enables the model to accurately

Figure 3. Video Attention (spatio-temporal) Module.

determine the significant region for the question, resulting
in improved performance compared to the model without
attention. Nevertheless, the attention model described in
reference [6] solely concentrates on acquiring image atten-
tion and completely disregards question attention. Due to
the natural language interpretation of the questions, the im-
pact of each word varies dramatically. Thus, we propose a
coattention learning method (refer to Figure 3) that simul-
taneously learns the attentions for both the query and im-
age. The key distinction between the network architecture
of our co-attention model and the attention model in [6] lies
in the inclusion of a question attention module following
the LSTM networks. This module enables the learning of
attention weights for each word in the question. In contrast
to prior co-attention models used for Visual Question An-
swering (VQA) [17,18], our model has a loosely connected
design for the image and question modules. This means
that we do not utilize the image features during the learning
process of the question attention module. This assumption
is based on the belief that the network has the ability to de-
duce the question’s focus, namely the keywords, without
having access to the image, similar to how people do. To
learn quantized features fused from two different modali-
ties we use Multi-modal Factorized Bilinear (MFB) Pooling
introduced in [23].



2.2.3 Cross Attention Multi-Modal Decoder

The learned joint encoding from the encoder that contains
the fused attention weights of visual features and subtitles is
passed through a Cross Attention Multi-Modal Decoder to
produce instructional questions. This strategy is inspired
from [22]. Before we generate the questions, the com-
bined co-attended features are fed into a Cross Attention
Multi-Modal Decoder that employs an LSTM-based struc-
ture. The fused features are utilized to initialize the states of
the LSTM block. (during training time) As we go through
the decoder, at each step i, we fuse the output of the atten-
tion module from the previous step (i− 1) with the current
word in the ground truth question. The combined vector is
subsequently fed into the LSTM module to acquire the ith
word in the predicted question.

3. Experiments and Results

In this section, we briefly describe the experiments, in-
cluding the implementation details, evaluation metrics, and
our submission and results.

3.1. Implementation Details

Our DEEP-CAM model is implemented in PyTorch. We
use the pre-trained I3D model, from which the ’Mixed 4f’
output (without the final average pooling) is used as the vi-
sual features. We tokenize the questions and extract embed-
dings using Glove [21], while for the subtitles correspond-
ing to the video frames, we use BERT embeddings [5]. We
use the Adam optimizer [10] with a fixed learning rate of
0.0001 to update the parameters. The training batch size is
set to 1, and all models are trained for 10 epochs.

3.2. Evaluation Metrics

As the standard practice and specified by the challenge,
we employ the BLEU [19], Rouge [16], and BertScore [24]
to assess the effectiveness of question generation.

3.3. Submissions

UMBCVQA team participated in the TRECVID 2023
MIQG challenge and submitted two separate runs.

• Run-1: We employ timed subtitles that correspond to
the start and finish time stamps of the video segments
(visual answers) provided in the dataset to train our
Cross-Attention MultiModal Encoder-Decoder Net-
work.

• Run-2: We employ the same procedure as in the first
run, but here we utilize the complete subtitle of a
video, disregarding the starting and ending times of the
video segments.

3.4. Results

UMBCVQA team participated in the TRECVID 2023
MIQG challenge and obtained scores for two separate runs,
as indicated in Table 1. We note that, based on these two
iterations, the first iteration outperforms the second on all
metrics except the BLEU score. This discrepancy occurs
due to the presence of textual information that is unrelated
to the visual features of a specific frame.

RunID BLEU BLEU-4 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L BERTScore
Run-1 0 0 0.13167 0.3154 0.87683
Run-2 0 0 0.12262 0.26083 0.85332

Table 1. Evaluation of our question generation method based on
the submitted runs in the TRECVID 2023 MIQG challenge.
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